ABSTRACT. Regenerative organic Rankine cycle (RORC) can be used to improve organic Rankine cycle (ORC) performance. This paper presents a comparison of a single (SSRORC) and double stage regenerative organic Rankine cycle (DSRORC) using a medium grade heat source. Performance for each system is estimated using the law of thermodynamics I and II through energy and exergy balance. Solar thermal is used as the heat source using therminol 55 as a working fluid, and R141b is used as the organic working fluid. The initial data for the analysis are heat source with 200°C of temperature, and 100 l/min of volume flow rate. Analysis begins by calculating energy input to determine organic working fluid mass flow rate, and continued by calculating energy loss, turbine power and pump power consumption to determine net power output and thermal efficiency. Exergy analysis begins by calculating exergy input to determine exergy efficiency. Exergy loss, exergy destruction at the turbine, pump and feed heater is calculated to complete the calculation. Energy estimation result shows that DSRORC determines better net power output and thermal efficiency for 7.9% than SSRORC, as well as exergy estimation, DSRORC determines higher exergy efficiency for 7.69%.
Introduction
Electricity generation systems using fossil fuels are no longer effective because its availability is increasingly depleted. In recent years, the generation of electricity using new and renewable energy sources has grown rapidly. Organic Rankine cycle (ORC) is a power generation system using new and renewable energy sources that can generate electricity at low operating temperatures. Geothermal, biomass, solar thermal, waste heat recovery, and ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) are some heat sources that can be applied for ORC system (Colonna et al. 2015 , Rahbar et al. 2017 , Li and Zhao 2016 .
ORC has the same working principle as a conventional Rankine cycle system but uses an organic compound as a working fluid. This condition allows the ORC produces electricity at low temperatures. The organic compound is a working fluid that has a lower boiling point and a higher molecular mass than water that is commonly used as a working fluid in a conventional Rankine cycle (Zhai et al. 2016 , Vivian et al. 2015 , Cammarata et al. 2014 . ORC has a simple structure characteristic, easy maintenance, high reliability, and environmental-friendly (Feng et al. 2017 , Li 2016 .
The heat source for ORC system is divided into three grades, including low grade ( < 150°C), medium grade (150°C -250°C), and high grade (250°C -400°C) (Colonna et al. 2015 , Rahbar et al. 2017 . In the range of temperature heat source from 80°C to 300°C, ORC has low performance (Braimakis and Karellas 2018a) . Many researchers have been analyzed and applied the improvement of ORC performance. Astolfi et al. analyzed optimization system performance supercritical and subcritical of ORC for low-medium geothermal heat sources (120°C -180°C) (Astolfi et al. 2014) . Xi et al. optimized regenerative ORC using basic, single and double stage organic Rankine cycle using low-grade waste heat recovery. The result shows that DRORC always gives the highest thermal and exergy efficiency using any working fluid (Xi et al. 2013) . Chaiyat et al. increased ORC efficiency using absorption and adsorption system. Investigation shows that ORC adsorption system can increase efficiency more than absorption system (Chaiyat et al. 2017) . Li et al. optimized performance of single and dual pressure evaporation ORC. The result shows that net power output of dual pressure generally increases as the working fluid temperature increases (Li et al. 2018) . Imran et al. optimized regenerative ORC for waste heat recovery through economic analysis. The analysis shows that evaporation pressure influences thermal efficiency and specific investment cost (Imran et al. 2014 (Braimakis and Karellas 2018b) . Ge et al. performed thermodynamic analysis of ORC driven by low-temperature flue gas waste heat. The result shows that the utilization of regenerator always increase the flue gas temperature at vapor generator output, yet reduces net power output (Ge et al. 2015) .
This paper presents a comparison of single and double stage regenerative organic Rankine cycle using heat source at medium grade through energy and exergy estimation. Energy and exergy estimation were carried out based on the law of thermodynamics I and II. Net power output, thermal and exergy efficiency of each system is determined to estimate the best performance. Solar thermal is used as the heat source with therminol 55 as working fluid and R141b as the organic working fluid. Temperature and volume flow rate of the heat source is assumed 200°C and 100 l/min.
Methodology
Improvement in organic Rankine cycle (ORC) is necessary to increase the system performance. Regenerative ORC can improve the system performance over basic ORC (Moloney et al. 2017) . Single (SSRORC) and double (DSRORC) stage of regenerative organic Rankine cycle are two from many ORC modifications that are used to improve the system performance. SSRORC uses one feed heater (FH) and two pumps, while DSRORC uses two feed heater and three pumps. The schematic and T-s diagram of SSRORC and DSRORC are shown in Fig.  1 .
Working principle for SSRORC is organic fluid with liquid phase is pumped to the evaporator to be heated and vaporized using heat source with medium heat grade. The vaporized organic fluid is then expanded in the turbine to generate electricity by the generator. Some organic fluid with high pressure is flowing to the feed heater to be heated by the evaporator, and some other fluid are condensed in the condenser and pumped to the feed heater for heating the liquid organic fluid before pumped to the evaporator to be vaporized. The circulation works continuously to produce electricity. DSRORC working principle is almost the same with SSRORC. The different is some of the expanded organic fluid from the turbine is flowing into two separated feed heater, and the other fluid is condensed in the condenser. This configuration is expected to increase or improve the system performance more than SSRORC. The calculation is carried out for solar thermal with temperature and volume flow rate of 200°C and 100 l/min, using therminol 55 as the working fluid (Stability) , and R141b as the organic working fluid. Ambient and cooling fluid temperatures are assumed 25°C each. A temperature difference of the heat source in the evaporator and cooling fluid in the condenser is 10°C. Organic fluid entering P1 and P2 are saturated liquid with a temperature of 35°C and 80°C, and the addition of P3 for DSRORC is saturated liquid with a temperature of 120°C. Organic fluid entering the turbine is saturated vapor at 190°C (lower than the heat source temperature for 10°C). Isentropic efficiency of turbine and pump are assumed 75%. The system works adiabatically, and potential and kinetic energy is negligible.
Energy and exergy balance analysis are investigated through the law of thermodynamics I and II and determined from Moran (Moran et al. 2014) . The calculation begins by determining the fraction of steam extracted for each system. It is shown in equation (1) for SSRORC, equation (2) and (3) are a fraction of steam extracted for DSRORC.
Where:
• is fraction of steam extracted in FH • ′ is fraction of steam extracted in FH' • ℎ / is enthalpy inlet FH for SSRORC/ inlet FH' for DSRORC/ outlet P1 (kJ/kg) • ℎ /0 is enthalpy outlet FH'/ inlet P2 for DSRORC (kJ/kg) • ℎ /00 is enthalpy outlet P2/ inlet FH for DSRORC (kJ/kg) • ℎ 1 is enthalpy outlet FH/ inlet P2 for SSRORC/ inlet P3 for DSRORC (kJ/kg) • ℎ 2 is enthalpy outlet turbine/ inlet FH (kJ/kg) • ℎ 20 is enthalpy outlet turbine/ inlet FH' for DSRORC (kJ/kg).
Energy balance for SSRORC is the same with DSRORC, where heat input ( 4 ) is equal to the sum of net power output ( 678 ) and heat loss ( 9 ). Equation (1) is shown 4 calculation.
• ̇= > is organic fluid mass flow rate (kg/s) • ℎ @ is enthalpy inlet evaporator/ outlet P2 (kJ/kg) • ℎ ? is enthalpy inlet turbine/ outlet the evaporator (kJ/kg) • ̇# is heat source mass flow rate (kg/s) • # is specific heat of the heat source (kJ/kg °C) • # is heat source volume flow rate (m 3 /s) • # is heat source density (kg/m 3 )
• Δ # is heat source temperature difference in the evaporator (°C).
Heat loss in the cycle occurred in the condenser. Heat loss calculation for SSRORC and DSRORC are shown in equation (5) and (6).
• ℎ H is enthalpy inlet P1/ outlet condenser (kJ/kg) • ℎ G is enthalpy inlet condenser/ outlet turbine (kJ/kg) • ̇I is cooling fluid mass flow rate (kg/s) • I is specific heat of the cooling fluid (kJ/kg °C) • Δ I is cooling fluid temperature difference in the condenser (°C).
Turbine power ( J ) and pump power consumption ( K ) are the next determination parameter. Calculation of J for SSRORC and DSRORC are shown in equation (7) and (8), and calculation of K is shown in equation (9) for SSRORC and is shown in equation (10) for DSRORC. 
• J is turbine isentropic efficiency • U is pump isentropic efficiency • ℎ /N is enthalpy isentropic inlet FH for SSRORC/ inlet FH 1 for DSRORC/ outlet P1 (kJ/kg) • ℎ /00N is enthalpy isentropic outlet P2/ inlet FH2 for DSRORC (kJ/kg) • ℎ @N is enthalpy isentropic inlet evaporator/ outlet P2 (kJ/kg) • ℎ 2N is enthalpy isentropic outlet turbine/ inlet FH for SRORC/ inlet FH2 for DSRORC (kJ/kg) • ℎ 20N is enthalpy isentropic outlet turbine/ inlet FH1 for DSRORC (kJ/kg) • ℎ GN is enthalpy isentropic inlet condenser/ outlet turbine (kJ/kg).
The equation of net power output ( 678 ) and thermal efficiency ( 8# ) of the system for SSRORC and DSRORC are the same and are the last calculation in energy analysis. The calculation was carried out using equation (11).
Exergy balance for SSRORC is the same with DSRORC, where exergy input ( 4 ) is equal to the sum of net power output ( 678 ), exergy loss ( 9 ), exergy destruction in the turbine (̇J), pump (̇K), and feed heater (̇_`). The calculation is shown in equation (12).
• a is the ambient temperature (°C) • @ is entropy inlet evaporator/ outlet P2 (kJ/kg) • ? is entropy inlet turbine/ outlet the evaporator (kJ/kg).
Exergy loss in the system occurred in the condenser. Its calculation is shown in equation (13) for SRORC and is shown in equation (14) for DSRORC.
• H is entropy inlet P1/ outlet condenser (kJ/kg) • G is entropy inlet condenser/ outlet turbine (kJ/kg).
Exergy destruction in the turbine (̇J) is shown in equation (15) for SSRORC and is shown in equation (16) for DSRORC. Equation (17) 
• / is entropy inlet FH for SSRORC/ inlet FH 1 for DSRORC/ outlet P1 (kJ/kg) • /0 is entropy outlet FH1/ inlet P2 for DSRORC (kJ/kg) • /00 is entropy outlet P2/ inlet FH2 for DSRORC (kJ/kg) • 1 is entropy outlet FH for SSRORC/ outlet FH 2 for DSRORC/ inlet P2 for SSRORC/ inlet P3 for DSRORC (kJ/kg) 
Result and Discussion

State Analysis
SSRORC has 6 components, including 1 evaporator, 1 turbine, 1 condenser, 1 FH, and 2 pumps, so it obtains 7 states, including state 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (see Fig. 1 (a) ). While DSRORC has 8 components (10 states), including 1 evaporator, 1 turbine, 1 condenser, 2 FH, and 3 pumps. The 10 states are 1, 2, 2', 2'', 3, 4, 5, 6, 6', and 7 (see Fig. 1  (c) ). Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are shown enthalpy and entropy value for each system. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that ℎ H , ℎ / , H , and / have the same value for each system because they have the same assumption where organic fluid entering P1 is in saturated liquid phase. ℎ ? and ? for both system also have the same value because they have the same heat source temperature.
ℎ 1 and 1 for each system have a different value, where DSRORC has a higher value than SSRORC because SSRORC has lower pressure and temperature than DSRORC in state 3. SSRORC has lower pressure and temperature than DSRORC because the organic fluid in SSRORC is flowing from 1 FH, while DSRORC is flowing from 2 FH. 1 FH allows the pressure and temperature organic fluid inlet P2 gain low pressure and temperature. Otherwise, 2 FH allow the pressure and temperature organic fluid inlet P3 gain high value.
ℎ @ and @ in SSRORC gain lower value than DSRORC. Although they have the same pressure, the temperature for SSRORC is lower than DSRORC. It caused by 1 FH that is used in SSRORC than 2 FH in DSRORC. Thus allows enthalpy and entropy gain higher value for DSRORC than SSRORC. ℎ 2 in DSRORC gain higher value than SSRORC because of higher pressure and temperature. However, 2 in DSRORC gain slightly lower value than SSRORC. ℎ G and G in SSRORC gain slightly higher value than DSRORC because of higher temperature, although they have the same pressure.
The fraction of steam extracted analysis
SSRORC has 1 FH, so it has 1 fraction of steam extracted, while DSRORC has 2 FH which resulted in 2 fractions of steam extracted in the system. Table 1 is shown a fraction of steam extracted for each system. Table 1 is shown that SSRORC gains lower than DSRORC because it works in a lower pressure than DSRORC. While FH' in DSRORC is working in the same pressure like FH in SSRORC. The fraction of steam extracted influences the number of organic fluid mass flow rate that is flowing in every component of the system. This condition influences the value of each component and will influence the performance of each system in energy and exergy analysis. 
Energy analysis
The result for energy analysis of SSRORC and DSRORC is shown in Table 2 . Heat input/ evaporator capacity ( 4 ) in Table 2 is shown the same result for both systems. It caused by the same temperature and volume flow rate of the heat source, thus made them have the same properties (density, # , and specific heat, # ).
Organic fluid mass flow rate (̇= > ) is influenced by heat input ( 4 ) and enthalpy difference in the evaporator (ℎ ? − ℎ @ ). Fig. 4 shows that (ℎ ? − ℎ @ ) for DSRORC gain lower value than SSRORC. The same ℎ ? and lower ℎ @ (see Fig. 2 ) determine higher (ℎ ? − ℎ @ ) for SSRORC than DSRORC. The same 4 and lower (ℎ ? − ℎ @ ) obtain higher ̇= > for DSRORC than SSRORC (see Table 2 ). Table 2 shows that heat loss ( 9 ) for SSRORC obtains slightly higher value than DSRORC. Equation (5) and (6) show that 9 influences by ̇= > and (ℎ G − ℎ H ). Lower ̇= > , 1 FH addition and slightly higher (ℎ G − ℎ H ) determine slightly higher 9 for SSRORC than DSRORC (see Fig. 4) . The same ℎ H and higher ℎ G (see Fig. 2 ) for SSRORC, made it gain higher (ℎ G − ℎ H ) than DSRORC. Thus made it gain slightly higher 9 than DSRORC. The result shows that with the same heat input ( 4 ), DSRORC can reduce heat loss ( 9 ) in the system. Entropy (kJ/kg °C) SSRORC DSRORC DSRORC obtains higher turbine power ( J ) than SSRORC for 9%. It caused by 2 FH additions in DSRORC than 1 FH addition in SSRORC. This condition was signed by the enthalpy difference in the turbine that is shown in Fig. 4 . SSRORC has 2 enthalpy differences ((ℎ ? − ℎ 2 ) and (ℎ 2 − ℎ G )), while DSRORC has 3 enthalpy differences ((ℎ ? − ℎ 2 ), (ℎ 2 − ℎ 20 ), and (ℎ 20 − ℎ G )). Furthermore, higher ̇= > is increasingly improved J for DSRORC that obtain higher value than SSRORC.
Pump power consumption ( K ) for DSRORC obtain higher value than SSRORC. It caused by more pumps that are used in DSRORC than SSRORC (see Fig. 1 ). This condition made DSRORC have three enthalpy difference ((ℎ / − ℎ H ), (ℎ /00 − ℎ /0 ), and (ℎ @ − ℎ 1 )) than SSRORC that only has two enthalpy difference ((ℎ / − ℎ H ) and (ℎ @ − ℎ 1 )) that can be seen in Fig. 4 . Moreover, ̇= > is increasingly allowed DSRORC gain higher K than SSRORC.
Fig. 4 Enthalpy difference value s
Net power output ( 678 ) in Table 2 shows that DSRORC gains higher value than SSRORC for 7.9%. The difference of turbine power ( J ) and pump power consumption ( K ) for DSRORC is higher than SSRORC. Thus allows 678 for DSRORC gain higher value than SSRORC. Higher 678 and the same 4 cause DSRORC obtain higher thermal efficiency ( 8# ) than SSRORC. Table 3 is shown the result for exergy analysis of SSRORC and DSRORC. Exergy input ( 4 ), exergy efficiency ( 7e ), exergy destruction in the pump (̇K) and in the feed heater (̇_`) for DSRORC gain higher result than SSRORC. Otherwise, exergy loss ( 9 ) and exergy destruction in the turbine (̇J) for DSRORC obtain lower value than SSRORC. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that enthalpy (ℎ ? − ℎ @ ) and entropy ( ? − @ ) difference in the evaporator for DSRORC gain higher result than SSRORC. DSRORC determines lower (ℎ ? − ℎ @ ) and lower ( ? − @ ), although ̇= > in DSRORC gain higher value than SSRORC. Thus obtain slightly higher 4 for DSRORC than SSRORC.
Exergy analysis
Exergy loss ( 9 ) of SSRORC obtains higher value than DSRORC. It caused by slightly higher enthalpy (ℎ G − ℎ H ) and entropy ( G − H ) difference in the condenser (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ) for SSRORC than DSRORC, although SSRORC has lower ̇= > than DSRORC. This condition shows that DSRORC can increase exergy input ( 4 ) and reduce exergy loss ( 9 ) compared to SSRORC.
SSRORC obtains higher exergy destruction in the turbine (̇J) than DSRORC. It caused by 2 FH additions in DSRORC than SSRORC. 2 FH in DSRORC indicate 2 fractions of steam extracted and also show more entropy difference than SSRORC, although DSRORC has a higher ̇= > than SSRORC. Otherwise, DSRORC gains higher exergy destruction in the pump (̇K) and in the feed heater (̇_`). It caused by 3 pumps that are added in DSRORC than only 2 pumps in SSRORC. 2 FH that is used in DSRORC allows it obtain higher ̇_` than SSRORC that only has 1 FH.
Equation (21) shows that exergy efficiency ( 7e ) is equal to the ratio of net power output ( 678 ) to exergy input ( 4 ). 678 for DSRORC is increased by 7.9% than SSRORC, while 4 for DSRORC is increased by 0.23% than SSRORC. These conditions made DSRORC gain higher 7e than SSRORC. ( h 2 -h 1 ) ( h 2 ' ' -h 2 ' ) ( h 4 -h 3 ) ( h 5 -h 4 ) ( h 5 -h 6 ) ( h 6 -h 7 ) ( h 6 -h 6 ' ) ( h 6 ' -h 7 ) ( h 7 -h 1 ) Enthalpy difference (kJ/kg)
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Fig. 5 Entropy difference values
Conclusion
Comparison of a single (SSRORC) and double (DSRORC) stage regenerative organic Rankine cycle using medium grade heat source concluded that DSRORC obtains higher performance than SSRORC. DSRORC determines 8.276 kW of net power output ( 678 ), and 26.41% of thermal efficiency ( 8# ). It resulting in higher value for 7.9% than SSRORC. Exergy efficiency ( 7e ) for DSRORC obtain a higher result for 7.69% than SSRORC. The results show that more feed heater (FH) addition in organic Rankine cycle (ORC) system determines a better performance. 
